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338 SaaS 
applications 
use GPT-3

🚀A new generation of AI is disrupting 🚀
Office work through text-based AI GPT-3 (2020)
Code programming Codex (07/2021), AlphaCode (02/2022)
Drug discovery AlphaFold (08/2021)

With a strong effect on technology and business in record time

computer code proteins



💥A stunning emergent property of Large Models💥

👉 Zero-shot/few-shot learning👈

Large language models can tackle new tasks simply from natural language instructions
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compute (PFLOPs day)

Larger models score higher, generalize better, train faster
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from Brown et al https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165
From Kaplan et al https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.08361



March 2021: PAGnol, the largest model in French (1.5 billion parameters)

April 2022: Muse API and VLM-4 the largest language models in French, Italian, 
Spanish, German and Arabic
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👉 Zero-shot/few-shot learning👈
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Demo Time ! ✨



Completing Proust’s “À l'ombre des jeunes filles en fleurs », in French



Completing Proust’s “À l'ombre des jeunes filles en fleurs », in French



Asking to classify a review after seeing a few examples, in Italian



Asking to classify a review after seeing a few examples, in Italian



Finding the right keyword on a text about Picasso, in Spanish



Finding the right keyword on a text about Picasso, in Spanish



Answering history questions, in German



Answering history questions, in German



What about using GPT-3 in English and then simply translate into French, Italian, 
Spanish or German ?  
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from Launay, GTC’22



Limitation #1: Compute💻

10 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000



Limitation #2: Data 💾

from Launay, GTC’22



Limitation #3: Data Quality💶

from Launay, GTC’22



Limitation #4: Public high quality datasets for downstream task evaluation📊

English: 363 datasets

Spanish:  25
Polish:     21
German:  20
Italian:    14
French:    12

Dutch:   5 
Czech:   3

Slovenian: 1

Quality: 12 datasets in French are of higher quality than 14 in Italian ‼️



HUGGING FACE

Limitation #5: Critical mass for certain languages and markets ? 🌍



Large Language Models

➡️ New and seamless way of interacting with machines and the world around us.
➡️ Already make a difference how we do Science and 
➡️ Soon how we will do businesss, work and learn

With 20+ languages of varying level of representation, Europe can make a 
powerful move by standardizing training and evaluation datasets for all

➡️ strenghthen internal market
➡️ enhance competitiveness of EU in the world



Thank you!

👉 Muse.LightOn.ai 👈
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